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Abstract  
Gourmet embodies people's pursuit of a better life. Restaurants, as it provider, also play an important role in urban life 
and is an important space for communication. Under the influence of Covid-19 pandemic, restaurant operations are 
facing more challenges, and the death of restaurants has also reduced the popularity in cities. How to identify the 
gourmet vitality that brought about by the existence of dining spaces and effectively maintain the urban vitality of the 
city through urban plan and urban design, which are the challenge that need to be faced in the post-epidemic era. 
Gourmet vitality of restaurants forming gather in specific areas, which is not only affected by the restaurant's own 
factors, but also by the external environment. It used to be difficult to fully observe the vitality of food, so we try to 
perceive it in new ways. Taking Beijing as an example, our work aims to explore the relationship between the urban 
vitality, gourmet vitality and restaurant characteristics and multi-source big data are applied, such as mobile signal data, 
points of interest, and building volume. Firstly, many indicators are extracted to measure urban vitality, gourmet vitality 
and dinning space from the data. Then, the distribution and correlation of urban vitality and gourmet vitality are 
analysed. Finally, the relationship between food vitality, dining space and environmental elements is discovered through 
spatial regression calculations. The relationship between urban vitality and gourmet vitality is more complicated than 
our prediction, which gourmet vitality is jointly determined by the factor of dining spaces and environments, while 
environmental factors can also affect urban vitality in other ways. 
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Introduction  
Under the influence of Covid-19 pandemic, restaurant operations are facing more challenges and the death 

of restaurants has also reduced the popularity in some areas. How to identify the gourmet vitality that 

brought about by the existence of dining spaces and effectively maintain the urban vitality of the city through  

urban plan and urban design, which are the challenge that need to be faced in the post-epidemic era. From 

the perspective of city managers, the shaping of dining space is an indispensable tool to create urban cultural 

diversity in the process of old city regeneration, thereby regarding restaurants as a catalyst to improve 

gourmet vitality, which can gather the popularity of areas and create high-quality streets. 

This article aims to find measures to enhance the urban vitality by taking restaurants as a control tool. 

Through analysing the distribution patterns of urban vitality and gourmet vitality, we can explore the cold 

and hot spots of vitality, then calculating the contribution of gourmet vitality to urban vitality. Further, the 

influential factors of restaurants and environments were analysed by the grid. The self-factors of restaurants 
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include the number, distribution pattern, type and diversity, and the environmental factors involve working 

and housing, floor area ratio (FAR), and accessibility. Finally, we get some conclusions from the comparison 

between gourmet vitality, urban vitality and dining space. 

 

Figure 1. The analysis framework  

Background 
Urban vitality is an important parameter of the healthy development of the city and the society and it is also 

concerned in the refined governance during a new stage of development (Jianguo W, 2019). Generally 

speaking, the urban vitality can be reflected by the gathering of people and the pursuit of gourmet is an 

important factor that promotes the gathering. Restaurants not only supply gourmet, but it also provide a 

space for people to communicate and improve urban vitality. 

The viewpoint of urban vitality can be roughly divided into three categories:1) The ability to maintain human 

survival and development (Lynch K, 1984). 2) The ability of the city to maintain the diversity of life (Jacobs J, 

2012)(Bentley I,1985). 3) It represent selective and social activities (Gehl J ,2013)(Ming T, 2014). Based on 

the understanding of urban vitality, scholars measure it by street accessibility, construction intensity and 

mixed use (Yu Y et al., 2016). With the development of information and communication technology, the 

number and frequency of spatial arrival can be used as a proxy for urban vitality through mobile signal data 

(Sangzhaxi et al., 2019). Furthermore, scholars begin to study the subsystems of urban vitality, such as street 

vitality, public space vitality, and community space vitality. 

Methodology  
Space-time theory believes that people are not only restricted by space, but also by time. In the travel chain, 

places of work and residence are relatively fixed in time and space, and other activities are carried out with 

those as the centre. This article starts from the dining behaviour and focuses on the gourmet vitality. The 

dining behaviour is relatively fixed in time owing to the circadian rhythm, but it is flexible in space because 

of the travel mode. Those behaviours of travel frequency, time, and stay are analysed through mobile phone 
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data. The constraint conditions, such as arrival behaviour, stay time, and departure behaviour, are set to 

determine the dining behaviour in the mobile signal data. 

 

Figure 2. Departure-arrival model 

The scope of this study is the old city of Beijing and the space unit is the 250m×250m standard grid used by 

China Unicom's Smart Footprint Platform. This research mainly uses the following four types of data: 

1)China Unicom Smart Footprint DaaS BI platform data: it mainly includes the residence, movement, and user 

attribute data of China Unicom in September 2020 aggregated by 250m×250m grids, which mainly include 

the residence spatial grid, arrival-departure time, type of staying point (living/working/other), starting and 

ending grid of travel, starting and ending time and other information. That can be used to measure urban 

vitality and gourmet vitality. 2)Restaurant POI data: it publicly available obtains from the AutoNavi Map API 

(https://lbs.amap.com/)and includes restaurant type, name, and coordinates. That can be used to measure 

the attributes of the dining space. 3)Building outline data: it include building outline, area, floor height and 

other information download from Beijing City Laboratory (BCL) (https://www.beijingcitylab.com/). It can be 

used to measure the attributes of the dining space. 

Road network data: The data released by the Beijing City Laboratory, including the spatial location of the 

basic road network, road grades and other information. They are used to measure the attributes of the dining 

space. 

Urban vitality and gourmet vitality in the old city of Beijing 
(1) The urban vitality in time and space 

Through statistical analysis of the changes in urban vitality by hour in a week, it can be found that the 

weekdays vitality is much higher than the weekends vitality during daytime(Figure 3). This shows that on 

weekdays, more people come from outside regions. In the process of urban vitality identification, the 
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distribution pattern of its hot and cold spots can be found, which can be classified into four types of modes, 

HH, LL, HL and LH. The peaks of urban vitality (HH) are often clustered in easily accessible commercial-work 

hybrid spaces. It can be seen that northwest to southeast direction zone constitute the vitality valley belt(LL). 

Although the travel patterns and vitality intensity are different on weekdays and weekends, it can be found 

that the distribution of urban vitality is consistent (Figure 4). 

   

Figure 3 Changes of urban 

vitality during a week 

Figure 4 Weekly mean urban vitality, weekend (left), 

weekday (right). 

Figure 5 Building type of the 

old city of Beijing 

Urban vitality is constrained by the space environment, so the higher the value of FAR is, the more urban 

vitality the environment contains. For example, the strip high-rise buildings in the picture are more consistent 

with the urban vitality peak area(HH). It is easy to form a valley distribution (LL) in large green spaces, water 

bodies, and large-scale institutional spaces. The mixed area of the building and the Single-storey courtyard is 

a mixed pattern of HL or LH. The above forms the basis understanding  for the vitality of Beijing’s old city. 

(Figure 4, Figure 5) 

(2) Gourmet vitality in time and space 

  

Figure 6 Gourmet vitality during the day, night, weekday, and weekend 

Gourmet vitality is a common phenomenon of human activities and it is also caused by the existence of 

restaurants, so we use the arrival-departure model to capture it. After removing the outliers such as 

Tiananmen Square and Beijing Railway Station Square, it can be observed that gourmet vitality presents a 
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peak distribution (HH) in commercial circle, while large and medium-sized parks are distributed in a valley 

style (LL), which is consistent with the distribution of urban vitality. Comparing weekdays and weekends, we 

can find that the gourmet vitality of weekends is stronger than that of weekdays, but in areas where large 

office buildings gather, such as Financial Street, the gourmet vitality of weekdays is slightly stronger than that 

of weekends. What’s more, the vitality of nighttime is stronger than that of daytime, with Nanluoguxiang and 

Gui street being the most prominent (Figure 6). 

Comparison of gourmet vitality and urban vitality in time and space 
In terms of time (Figure 7), the regression shows that urban vitality is different from gourmet vitality. The 

correlation between gourmet vitality on weekdays and urban vitality is slightly higher than that on weekends. 

This shows that the number of peoples is an important factor. 

   

Figure 7 Correlation between urban 

vitality and gourmet vitality in time 

Figure 8 Correlation between urban 

vitality and diet vitality in space 

Figure 9 FAR of the old city of 

Beijing 

In terms of space, the lighter the colour shows, the higher the consistency is between the urban vitality and 

the gourmet vitality (Figure 8). The urban vitality is greatly affected by other factors when the colour trend 

more red and it also indicates that the influence of gourmet vitality is underestimated as the colour is more 

blue. We can also find that other activities have a greater impact on urban vitality than catering when the 

FAR is high (Figure 8, Figure 9). In areas with moderate FAR, such as the northern area of the old city and the 

Qianmen area, the relationship between urban vitality and gourmet vitality is consistent. As a result, the 

urban vitality is consistent with the gourmet vitality. 

The relationship between dining space and gourmet vitality 
(1) Feature extraction of dining space 

According to the API of Amaps, there are 5,662 restaurants within the old city of Beijing (including 1,319 

casual restaurants, 1,491 fast food, and 2,852 dinners) (Figure 10), and the gathering area of the restaurant 

forms a central, hierarchical structure around the Forbidden City (Figure 11). From the perspective of 
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restaurant types, the highly gathering places of restaurants usually have higher restaurant diversity (Figure 

12), this shows that restaurants develop diversified in order to avoid homogeneous competition. 

 
  

Figure 10 Restaurant location Figure 11 Restaurant 
gathering mode 

Figure 12 Restaurant diversity 
distribution 

The distribution of catering types is divided in detail. For casual catering, it is mainly concentrated in 

Nanluoguxiang, Dongdan and Xidan commercial circle and followed by distribution along Guijie Street. For 

fast food, in addition to the concentration of commercial circle, it also tend to distribute alone the street. For 

dinner, it is similar to the concentration of fast food in major commercial circle, but the ranger is wider. The 

above locations indicate that various types of restaurants will be concentrated in the commercial circle to 

get the agglomeration effect and casual dining has an environmental preference while fast food and dinner 

are easier to distribute along the street (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13 Distribution of three clusters of restaurants 

Human behaviour have a certain distance and frequency, and the number of restaurant visitors will be 

constrained by the inverse square law of "distance-frequency" (Schläpfer M et al., 2021), thus affecting the 

distribution of restaurants. In the old city of Beijing, the distribution pattern of the number of visitors to 

residential areas is mainly consistent with the FAR in residential areas, with the area Chongwenmenwai and 

Taoranting being the most. The distribution of the flow of visitors to work place is most concentrated in the 
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Xidan-Financial Street and Dongdan-Beijing Station areas, and it is evenly distributed in the western part of 

the outer city (Figure 14).  

From the perspective of local accessibility, apart from the northwest to southeast axis and other low-

accessible spaces, there are still some back streets, large enclosed residential areas and the Danwei unit 

where forms isolated island in the urban environment. After the old city space is divided into two parts from 

northwest to southeast low-accessibility area, it is separated by small low-accessibility spaces, resulting in a 

fragmented distribution of highly accessible spaces. However, there still exist large and highly accessible 

areas in the north. This locality and fragmented distribution is an external factor that hinders the 

agglomeration of dining spaces and the formation of a "food desert". 

  

Figure 14 Distribution of the number of visitors of 

residence (left) and workplace (right) 

Figure 15 Distribution of accessibility indicators, 

MMD_300 (left), Choice_500 (right) 

(2) Spatial regression 

Selecting the characteristics related to the dining space, the number of restaurants, diversity, distribution 

cluster, accessibility, working and residential place as explanatory variables, and the spatial regression of 

gourmet vitality as the explained variable, some laws can be found. 

1) For dining, when other conditions are certain, the gathering of restaurants has a positive effect on gourmet 

vitality, which go with people's usual understanding that the comparative advantage generated by the 

agglomeration effect can often attract more people to eat. 2) Regarding the place of work and residence, the 

former has a greater impact on the vitality of lunch than residence. The effect of workplace on the gourmet 

vitality is very local and it has a agglomeration effect on the gourmet vitality, but it inhibit other gourmet  

vitality on the surrounding gourmet vitality. 3) Regarding the influencing factors of the road, under certain 

conditions of accessibility, the easier the restaurant is to pass by, the smaller its impact on vitality, which may 

be attracted by other competitive factors in the surrounding area. With the same degree of passing, the 

smaller the depth of the space with it as the midpoint, the higher the gourmet vitality of their lunch. For the 

restaurant’s own factors, compared with dinner, fast food has a stronger effect on the vitality of lunch, which 
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fast food may be a higher turnover rate than dinner, and the lunch time is shorter, as a result people tend to 

eat fast food. 

Conclusions  
From the above analysis, it can be seen that there is a complicated relationship between the urban vitality, 

gourmet vitality, and dinning space. The relationship between urban vitality and gourmet vitality is not simply 

one-way consistent, due to the diversity of influencing factors in cities. Among them, the gourmet vitality 

and the urban vitality show a good consistency when the FAR is low. In the area with a medium FAR, the 

gourmet vitality brought by the gathering of catering can enhance the urban vitality. When the FAR is high, 

other factors have more influence on urban vitality although there are restaurants agglomeration, and the 

relationship between the two is relatively insignificant. 

In analyzing the relationship between restaurants and gourmet vitality, the study found that factors outside 

the restaurant have a greater impact on gourmet vitality than the restaurant's own factors in some areas.  
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